Abstract. Neutral Current Elastic (NCE) interactions in MiniBooNE are discussed. In the neutrino mode MiniBooNE reported: the flux averaged NCE differential cross section as a function of four-momentum transferred squared, an axial mass (M A ) measurement, and a measurement of the strange quark spin content of the nucleon, ∆s. In the antineutrino mode we present the backgroundsubtracted data which is compared with the Monte Carlo predictions.
NEUTRAL CURRENT ELASTIC INTERACTIONS AND MINIBOONE
Neutral current elastic (NCE) scattering occurs when a neutrino interacts with a particle by exchanging a Z 0 boson and the particle remains in its original state.
νN → νN NCE interactions can be used to search for the strange quark spin content of the nucleon as the NCE process is sensitive to nucleon isoscalar weak current. The MiniBooNE experiment is a short baseline neutrino oscillation experiment [1, 2] at Fermilab. At MiniBooNE NCE interactions account for 17% of total events in the ν mode and around 14% inν mode. In MiniBooNE, neutrino interactions are simulated with the NUANCE-v3 event generator [3] where a relativistic Fermi gas (RFG) model of Smith and Moniz [4] is used to characterize the NCE process. Within this model, two parameters are employed: the nucleon axial mass M A and the NCE scattering strange quark contribution to the axial form factor, ∆s. Nuclear effects can make the axial mass an "effective" value and not the same as scattering from individual nucleons. MiniBooNE can run in both ν orν modes by virtue of a magnetic horn which sign selects charged mesons.
NEUTRINO MODE RESULTS
Running in ν mode MiniBooNE collected 6.46 × 10 20 POT resulting in 94,531 NCE events which passed the NCE selection criteria. This is the largest NCE sample collected to date, with an efficiency of 35% and purity of 65%. After background subtraction MiniBooNE reported [5] a flux averaged differential cross section ( Fig. 1 ) in terms of momentum transferred squared to the nucleon, Q 2 QE . Note: In MiniBooNE Q 2 QE is the total kinetic energy of the outgoing nucleons in the interaction, assuming the target nucleon is at rest.
where M N is the nucleon mass and T is the sum of the kinetic energies of the final state nucleons. This makes the MiniBooNE NCE cross section measurement less sensitive to final state interactions (FSI) as the total energy measured in the detector is the same due to energy conservation, even if the energy of the neutrino may be divided among many outgoing nucleons. It should be noted that this scattering is off both bound nucleons in carbon and free nucleons in the hydrogen atom of the target mineral oil (CH 2 ). A χ 2 goodness of fit test was performed using the reconstructed NCE energy spectrum to find the set of M A and κ (Pauli blocking scaling parameter) that best matches data. Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum for data and monte carlo(MC) prediction for different values of M A and κ-measured from MiniBooNE CCQE data [6] and values prior to MiniBooNE. Assuming ∆s=0, the MiniBooNE NCE sample yields:
with χ 2 min /DOF=26.9/50. Even though the ratio ν p → ν p to νn → νn (n being neutron) is more sensitive to ∆s [7] , in MiniBooNE a neutron can only be detected if it has a further strong interaction with a proton, which at low energies is difficult to distinguish from single proton events. Hence a sample of single protons above 350 MeV (the Cerenkov threshold for protons in MiniBooNE) was used and the ratio of ν p → ν p to νN → νN (N being nucleon) as a function of reconstructed nucleon energy from 350 MeV to 800 MeV was studied to measure ∆s (Fig. 3) . Additionally looking at such a ratio reduces the effect of FSIs and also some systematic errors. Assuming M A = 1.39 ± 0.11 GeV the χ 2 tests of ∆s to MiniBooNE measured ν p → ν p/νN → νN gives: ∆s = 0.08 ± 0.26 with χ 2 min /DOF=34.7/29. This is consistent with the BNL E734 measurement [8] . To facilitate a comparison between the MiniBooNE CCQE differential cross section [6] and the NCE measurement, a NCE/CCQE ratio as a function of Q 2 QE was extracted. MiniBooNE measures the two cross sections differently-in case of CCQE, Q 2 QE is defined from outgoing muon kinematics and assuming a stationary neutron. The ratio measurement also reduces the flux uncertainties. Fig. 4(left) shows the measured ratio with the MC prediction for the same. This is the first time such a ratio measurement has been made. 
NEW RESULTS FROM ANTI-NEUTRINO MODE
Before looking atν NCE interactions, it is important to measure a significant background in theν mode beam, the ν's in theν beam-the so called wrong sign (WS) background. Theν beam has a higher ν background component, as compared to the correspondingν background in ν mode. The WS background in MiniBooNE has been measured using three independent techniques [9] .
After applying theν NCE selection criteria, we have about 21,500 events corresponding to 4.88 × 10 20 POT. Fig. 5 shows the measuredν NCE energy spectrum data with statistical errors. Also shown is theν NCE MC signal prediction (47%) and the major backgrounds-dirt events (17%), ν induced WS events (22%), andν NCE-like background (14%).
The low energy dirt background is due to interactions in the dirt surrounding the detector. This background has been measured using MiniBooNE data (see Appendix A in Ref [5] for details). The ν induced WS background is measured as mentioned earlier. ν NCE-like background are NC pion events with pion absorption which mimics theν NCE signal in MiniBooNE (hence referred to asν NCE-like). We estimateν NCE-like background using our MC prediction. 
SUMMARY
The MiniBooNE experiment has collected the largest sample to date of NCE interactions both in ν andν mode offering a unique opportunity for comparison. The results from the ν mode [5, 10] have been previously reported. Theν mode analysis is in progress with plans to report: the flux averaged differential cross section, measurements of M A , ∆s and ratio measurements-comparing theν NCE with CCQE in both ν andν mode.
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